Editors of Gayzette newspaper recently announced acceleration of plans to install their medium in the hands of national distributors. The ambitious program required massive energy and a reliable rabbit's foot. Dedicated staff efforts notwithstanding, the project itself, unfortunately fell innocent victim to opposing and unforeseen circumstances.

If publishing the substitute San Francisco product, "Poop Sheet", conditioned the near cost of sacrificing Gayzette standards, then that small-scale contribution has rightfully been retired to oblivion after but one publication issue (May 6, 1971).

Organizational changes include acquisition of Gayzette by co-publisher Keith Wayne, who has assumed sole publication responsibilities with this issue. Dick Jay, former co-publisher, has announced formulation of plans to publish Gay Digest, a new effort. Gayzette will miss Dick and wishes him the very best of luck in his endeavor.

All-important surviving Gayzette objectives encompass revitalization of original policy concepts; more diversified editorial format; labor in the effort of a much more effective communication instrument for the Gay society; and promote vastly needed building of stability and community respect for the assurance and safeguard of a proud unity in our Gay community.

Gayzette is intended as the voice of its readers and advertisers. All contributing letters, comments and inquiries are openly invited.

The word "straight" is not the opposite of "gay"? Straight means: right, correct, usual, ordinary, normal, true, fair, honest, accurate, upright, reliable, candid. Its antonyms are: tricky, dishonest, crooked, nefarious, abnormal, deceitful, dissolve, unnatural, vicious (per Funk & Wagnalls). When we use the word straight, are we saying gay is abnormal and deviant?

The continued use of straight, it is suggested, has an undesirable subconscious psychological effect on the reader and militates against pride, self-esteem, and causes Gays to think of themselves in a negative manner. Straight is a "purr" word. Its sound is pleasant, and conjures up a warm feeling. It is proposed that the "scream" word "het" be used in place of straight. Het is non-prejudicial from the semantic... (continued on page 5)
Mercy, mercy, mercy, another chance to love.......

Our readers

A LETTER...........

I know there is so much dissension in the Gay movement, because many Gay leaders have yet to accept and understand the value of other Gay leaders, they constantly bicker with each other.

In spite of this, the various Gay groups somehow manage to get together for joint policy decisions and elections. They do this because of the crazies who still try to divide them.

I don't know what can be done about this internal problem. I do have a solution for the San Francisco problem. The Gay Life and the Stud because of the crazies who still try to divide them.

Because many Gay leaders are jealous of the fame and prestige other Gay leaders, they constantly bicker with each other.

I know why there is so much dissension in the Gay movement. Because many Gay leaders have yet to accept and understand the value of other Gay leaders, they constantly bicker with each other.

The many delectable faces of the Metropolitan Community Church, "The Gayzette" will be the featured instrumentalists.

Luella Parkons
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May 31st will be S.I. R. night and Gold Street will again generously contribute 5% of their gross sales to the "pink house" is up for grabs because of the recent separation of the Stud because of the crazies who still try to divide them.
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More of HUNKY bob

A Mattress?" "And Nancy's facial expres-

Hunky Bob first appeared in Gayzette on April 22. He is sponsored by FINKS and is the sponsor of Zodiac Carpet Cleaners. He also celebrates his birthday Monday, May 27th, Happy Birthday, Bob!!

by Dennis

Governor coke straitly was fined in order to the gone where we're faded out that he pay was too low to be the year 2000. However, believe that there's room for improvement. I believe that there's room for improvement.

You're a delight in anybody's cosmetology.


A superb gathering hosted by adorable Luella's heartstrings.
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COOKING

WITH

Chris

SOMETHING WITH BALLS!

Every now and then, I lie there
in bed to the morning after bang and
get the feeling that life is one
proposed cocktail party. To live
up to everybody to serve some
thing glamorous with cocktails.
This might be the most romantic
thing one can do.

Here are some self-reflecting
suggestions with balls. Must
Belie! They are delicious. May
them at your next shindig!

Cocktail Balls

1 cup whole cream cheese
1 tsp. salt
1/2 cup milk
2 egg yolk
1/4 cup cream or cayrol
4 tsp. prepared mustard
2 tsp. pineapple juice
Combine ground beef, bread
and raisins, and spice mixture.
Shape into jalapeno size balls.
Place in a shallow baking pan
2 tbsp. flour
2 tbsp. oil
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CHURCHSERVICES

CATHOLIC CHURCH

CENTRAL

ST. VALENTINE'S CATHOLIC PARISH CHURCH 461-2999
ST. VALENTINE'S CATHOLIC CENTER 525-8199
ST. JOHN'S PROTESTANT CHURCH 431-1541
EMMANUEL PROTESTANT CHURCH 203-9255
THE CHURCH OF GOD 283-4626
THE FIRST CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH 366-3434
THE ORATORY OF ST. FRANCIS 771-3366

COMMUNITY OF ST. JOHN ..................................... 431-1541
GAY SWITCHBOARD (Peninsula) ...................................964-7268
COMMUNITY NEWS .............................................. 824-6659

STREET MINISTER........................................................771-3366

LGBT COMMUNITY CENTER

GAY DIGEST.

Don't miss it. there is still time

to gather at the Cow Palace for honey, love the one you're with!

Birthday party, to the amazement

of everyone. Don't miss it, don't know when

to do this again. They're a mecca?

as radiant as ever. Of course,

just isn't safe unescorted on the

street. They're a mecca?

Don't miss it.
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